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Supplementing an existing high-quality seismic monitoring network with openly avail-
able station data could improve coverage and decrease magnitudes of completeness;
however, this can present challenges when varying levels of data quality exist. Without
discerning the quality of openly available data, using it poses significant data manage-
ment, analysis, and interpretation issues. Incorporating additional stations without
properly identifying and mitigating data quality problems can degrade overall monitor-
ing capability. If openly available stations are to be used routinely, a robust, automated
data quality assessment for a wide range of quality control (QC) issues is essential.

To meet this need, we developed Pycheron, a Python-based library for QC of seismic
waveform data. Pycheron was initially based on the Incorporated Research Institutions
for Seismology’s Modular Utility for STAtistical kNowledge Gathering but has been
expanded to includemore functionality. Pycheron can be implemented at the beginning
of a data processing pipeline or can process stand-alone data sets. Its objectives are to
(1) identify specific QC issues; (2) automatically assess data quality and instrumentation
health; (3) serve as a basic service that all data processing builds on by alerting down-
stream processing algorithms to any quality degradation; and (4) improve our ability to
process orders of magnitudes more data through performance optimizations. This
article provides an overview of Pycheron, its features, basic workflow, and an example
application using a synthetic QC data set.

Introduction and Motivation
Quality control
Seismic-waveform data quality control (QC) analysis helps
researchers identify and accurately solve problems affecting
subsequent data processing (Olhoeft, 2003). Seismic QC covers
issues related to data acquisition, instrumentation, site, and
data transfer. It identifies problems that lead to issues with sub-
sequent data processing, analysis, or interpretation. The most
common causes of seismic waveform QC issues include:

• Sensor issues—dead channel, clipped data, spikes, repeated
adjacent amplitude values, linear trends, and so forth;

• Station equipment problems—main power failure, backup
power unstable, invalid gain, and so forth;

• Calibrations—calibration signals present and other calibra-
tion issues;

• Timing problems—clock differential too large, Global
Positioning System (GPS) off, GPS unlocked, GPS synchro-
nization above threshold, and so forth;

• Station security issues—equipment open, digitizer open,
vault door open, equipment moved, and so forth;

• Metadata problems—incorrect response, bad or missing
orientation, and so forth; and

• Other issues—data gaps, noise, and so forth.

Importance of quality control
In typical processing pipelines, either for earthquake identifi-
cation (e.g., regional seismic networks) or for nuclear explosion
monitoring, data are analyzed by QC software to identify and
record any issues prior to signal processing. QC processing
helps systemmaintenance staff adjust and maintain the highest
data quality possible and also alerts downstream data process-
ing algorithms to any quality degradation that may compro-
mise results. For example, spikes have a high probability of
being falsely labeled as signal detections by algorithms such
as the short-term average/long-term average (STA/LTA)
energy detector due to their large amplitude and impulsivity.
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These spike signal detections can lead to false events. Large-
amplitude spikes on one element of an array may overwhelm
the rest of the array and dominate the generated beam, causing
a false detection or a real signal to be missed. In a non-
monitoring environment, a researcher may QC a data set to
identify bad data before analyzing or interpreting a data set,
for example, picking first arrivals for locating events to define
a fault zone or for developing a tomographic model. First arriv-
als could be imperceptible on a noisy channel and lead to a
false and/or missed detection.

More data means more problems
Publicly available data volume and data set size have grown
significantly over the past few decades (e.g., “Large-N ,”
large-scale projects such as the USArray Transportable
Array [TA]), fueling researchers’ interest in and ability to proc-
ess larger data sets (Burdick et al., 2008; Addair et al., 2014;
Magana-Zook et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Ross et al., 2018).
The size of the data sets poses significant data management
challenges, but more importantly, without identifying and
characterizing the detailed data problems in these huge data
sets, analysis and interpretation may be severely impacted.
Left unidentified, these QC issues could prevent users from
extracting the values they need. For example, to improve cover-
age and decrease magnitudes of completeness for a seismic
network, it may be desirable to supplement network data with
openly available data from nearby stations (e.g., Schaff et al.,
2012). This approach presents challenges because of the uncer-
tain quality of data from other sources such as short-term
seismic deployments.

Short-term networks are used for a wide range of
experimental purposes, often to answer a particular research
question, so instrument types and installations can be diverse
and of varying quality. Furthermore, deployment conditions
and, as a result, noise levels may not be ideal, as station loca-
tions may take precedence over finding a quiet location. Short-
term deployments typically have a lower budget, which makes
telemetering real-time data impractical and power sources
often unreliable, potentially resulting in data gaps and/or
instrumentation problems (e.g., battery, solar panel issues) if
stations are not routinely serviced. Incorporating additional
stations without properly identifying and mitigating data qual-
ity problems can degrade overall monitoring capability. If
openly available stations are used routinely within operational
processing pipelines, automated QC software assessing data
quality for a wide range of QC issues is essential.

Pycheron overview
To help exploit openly available data by providing data quality
information to downstream processing algorithms, we first
examined existing stand-alone QC packages within the seismo-
logical community. Several packages were investigated, includ-
ing the Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory’s Data Quality

Analyzer (Ringler et al., 2015) and the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology’s (IRIS) Modular Utility for
STAtistical kNowledge Gathering (MUSTANG; Casey et al.,
2018). We determined these packages were not truly stand-
alone, because they relied heavily on local infrastructure.
Despite this limitation, we chose MUSTANG as a baseline,
because it effectively assesses varying data qualities within
the large IRIS Data Management Center archive. MUSTANG
was a good starting point for learning how to identify QC prob-
lems within publicly available data; however, MUSTANG
lacked critical features and capabilities. Specifically, we wanted
(1) an open-source, transparent package; (2) a software pack-
age agnostic to the system processing the data; (3) an extensible
package that allowed integration of additional algorithms (i.e.,
metrics) to identify new QC issues as well as modify existing
algorithms; (4) to provide an end-to-end, stand-alone package
with plotting, back-end, and front-end capabilities; (5) to
integrate the QC software with research and development
(R&D) processing pipelines; and (6) to include performance
adjustments (e.g., parallelization to speed up processing).
Thus, we developed Pycheron, a Python-based library for auto-
mated seismic data QC. The name Pycheron (Pie-chur-on) is a
composite of Python and Percheron, which is a strong and intel-
ligent horse breed known for its willingness to work. Pycheron
initially began as a translation of the IRISMustangMetrics pack-
age (Callahan et al., 2021) from R to Python but has grown to
include significantly more functionality.

Pycheron can be implemented at the beginning of a data
processing pipeline to flag issues for downstream processing
or can process stand-alone data sets to identify QC issues. The
objectives of the software are to (1) identify specific QC issues;
(2) automatically assess data quality and instrumentation
health; (3) serve as a basic service that all data processing builds
on by alerting downstream processing algorithms to any
quality degradation; and (4) improve our ability to process
orders of magnitudes more data through performance optimi-
zations.

Comparison to IRIS system for portable
assessment of quality software package
IRIS also developed the IRIS system for portable assessment of
quality (ISPAQ) software package (Sharer et al., 2017), a stand-
alone Python client that calculates data quality metrics for local
miniSEED data files or data obtained from International
Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks webservices using
MUSTANG algorithms. ISPAQ did not exist when Pycheron
development began, and concurrent development ensued, but
Pycheron’s capabilities were still ahead of ISPAQ’s until 2019,
when ISPAQ’s capabilities began to rival Pycheron’s. ISPAQ is
similar to Pycheron in a number of ways, the most notable
being that they are both seismic data quality metric libraries,
that they both output results to an SQLite database, and they
share a number of algorithms because they are derived from
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the same code base. However, a number of differences exist, the
most significant of which are:

1. Pycheron is intended to not only tell users where QC issues
are but also to summarize that information to help research-
ers make actionable decisions about whether to utilize that
data in their analysis.
• Pycheron includes a graphical user interface (UI) to
explore metric calculation results, whether that be raw
data, within tables, or through interactive plots.

• Pycheron includes a quality summary report that pro-
vides users with a quick view of quality issues to make
decisions about which stations to keep or throw out.
Color coding provides an immediate visualization of each
channel’s quality, which is scored according to a good-
marginal-bad quality scheme.

• A dynamic weighting scheme allows researchers to
choose which quality control issues are important for
their downstream processing algorithms and helps to
streamline decisions to include or exclude stations from
processing.

• Masking flags the location of QC issues for downstream
algorithms.

2. Pycheron uses ObsPy streams for metric calculations, in
which ISPAQ relies on calls to R code to wrap ObsPy streams
as IRISSeismic streams and traces because it leverages algo-
rithms created for MUSTANG. Thus, ISPAQ still requires
the MUSTANG R code.

3. For local file ingestion, Pycheron supports Center for Seismic
Studies 3.0 (CSS 3.0)/National Nuclear Security Admin-
istration Knowledge Base Core (NNSA KB Core) wfdisc flat
files, miniSEED files, wfdisc and several other metadata tables
from Oracle databases, and any ObsPy supported format. In
addition, Pycheron can ingest local RESP, frequency ampli-
tude phase, and poles and zero finite impulse response
response file formats. ISPAQ currently supports miniSEED
for local ingestion and RESP response file formats.

4. Pycheron provides additional QC metrics for finding:
• Repeated amplitude issues.
• Calibration signals (based on machine learning).
• Signal discontinuities, dropouts, time bandwidth product,
distinct values, and frequency variance.

• Dead channels; finer granularity for finding dead chan-
nels within time series and power spectral density
(PSD) probability density functions (PDFs).

• Noisy frequency bands.
• Metadata compliance and database integrity.
• Other additional features include:
▪ Network and station noise model capabilities.
▪ Expanded plotting capabilities (e.g., color grid, daily
PDF mode plots, and station ranking plots).

▪ Broader statistical representations on the power spec-
tral density probability density functions (PSD PDFs)

plots (e.g., envelope of percentiles, single percentiles,
median, and mean).

5. Although ISPAQ provides more event-based metrics, the
following metrics are not included within Pycheron:
• Cross talk.
• Orientation check.
• Polarity check.
• Pressure effects.
• Sample unique (though deadChannelMetric in Pycheron
serves a similar function; see the Metric Spotlight: Dead
Channels section for more information).

6. Pycheron provides users with a default set of thresholds that
are used to flag QC issues.

7. Pycheron provides multiprocessing of channels within a
station, with station parallel processing coming in the next
Pycheron version update.

Package features
A high-level overview of the Pycheron software infrastructure
is shown in Figure 1. Pycheron can ingest several different data
formats, including CSS3.0 wfdisc table flat file and .w data files;
CSS3.0 formatted database tables; individual miniSEED files;
ObsPy (Beyreuther et al., 2010) Stream objects; and directories
containing multiple miniSEED files. All data formats are con-
verted into ObsPy Stream or Trace objects for use inside
Pycheron. Thus, any format read by ObsPy can also be used
within Pycheron.

Pycheron’s main interface is via a wrapper code,
callPycheronMetric.py, that reads from a configuration YAML
Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) file. This template file specifies
(1) from where Pycheron reads input data; (2) what QC metrics
are calculated; (3) QC metric parameter and threshold settings;
(4) plotting information; and (5) various other parametrizations
that will be discussed subsequently. For each QC issue, weighting
is assigned based on user input, and an overall QC summary is
created on a per station basis. All results are stored in an SQLite
(Hipp, 2020) database and can either be visualized in a UI via
Plotly’s Dashboard Web UI Dash (Plotly Technologies Inc,
2021), or output to comma-separated value (CSV) files that are
more readily processed through an automated pipeline.

Pycheron is organized into packages based on functionality
(Fig. 2). The central processing unit (CPU) intensive modules
have been optimized with Fortran scripts and Numba (Lam
et al., 2015). As development continues, all new optimizations
will be implemented with Numba, and existing Fortran scripts
will be replaced with Numba equivalents. The capabilities
implemented in Pycheron are computing metrics, masking,
seismic signal processing (sigpro), data conversion (dataAcq),
rolling signal analysis (rollseis), database storage (db), plotting,
and visualizing results in a UI (Fig. 3).

The metrics package computes QC metrics: time-series
amplitude statistics (e.g., mean, median, mode), data continuity,
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data transmission and archiving, signal anomalies, noise analy-
sis, metadata accuracy (e.g., instrument response), state-of-
health flags (miniSEED only), and calibration detection. In
addition to calculating temporal metrics, Pycheron creates QC
masks to identify each time interval with a QC problem. QC

masks are tags applied to a waveform data’s affected segment
and include the start time, end time, and description of the QC
problem identified. These masks are available to downstream
waveform processing algorithms to minimize the impact of
bad data on processing results. Based on R&D needs, users

Figure 1. High-level overview of Pycheron software package
infrastructure. Starting from the left, data are ingested into
Pycheron via one of the options shown. Final results for each
quality control (QC) issue are then weighted based on user input.

All results, including a station-specific QC summary, are stored in
an SQLite database. Results can then either be saved to a comma-
separated value (CSV) file for use in a processing pipeline or
visualized in a user interface (UI) (Plotly’s DashboardWebUI, Dash).

Pycheron

MetricspsdPlottingRollseis Sigpro Utils dataAcq UIdb

Noise

callPycheronMetric.py

DataAcq UI

Figure 2. Diagram showing the functionality available in Pycheron.
Dark gray boxes indicate packages within Pycheron, whereas the
light gray box indicates a subpackage. callPycheronMetric.py, the
main wrapper code interface to Pycheron, is delineated in pink.

Solid colored arrows indicate that a package has a strict
dependency. While dotted colored arrows indicate that there ma
be a dependency, with the dependency defined by the configu-
ration options listed within the YAML configuration file.
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can customize Pycheron’s algorithms to prioritize specific QC
issues. For example, direct current (DC) offsets are important
for signal detection, instrument response verification, array
response functions, and filter testing but may not be as impor-
tant for spectral analysis. Although gaps are not as important for
amplitude measurements or arrival time measurements (assum-
ing the measurement doesn’t occur during them), they affect
data availability and could skew PSD PDF statistics. In addition,
users can adjust thresholds for each QC metric calculated. These
thresholds determine whether a QC issue is flagged. The psd and
noise packages are supplemental packages to support analyzing
PSD PDFs, their statistics, and noise QC issues (dead channels,
outliers, etc.) and are incorporated into the psdMetric module
within the metrics package. The metrics, psd, noise, and plotting
(discussed subsequently) packages were initially ported from R
to Python from the IRISMustangMetrics package (Callahan
et al., 2021) but have grown to include additional functionality.
The dataAcq package consists of data conversion tools for con-
verting various CSS3.0 formats to ObsPy stream objects, reading
and parsing RESP files, and reading previously generated PSD
files from Pycheron. The rollseis and sigpro packages include
supporting modules for rolling metric calculations (rolling
mean, rolling median, etc.) and signal analysis (demean, taper,
envelope, kernel, etc.), and are based on IRIS’s seismicRoll
(Callahan et al., 2020) and IRISSeismic (Callahan et al.,

2019) packages, respectively. These modules were translated
from R to Python and modified as necessary. The plotting pack-
age generates static images when in pipeline mode. The plotting
package includes basic statistic plots (e.g., mean, mode, median),
color grid, daily PDF mode timeline plots, PSD plots, PDF
plots, gap plots, and station ranking plots (see the Example
Applications section for examples of color grid, Figs. 4 and 5;
PSD PDF, Figs. 4 and 5; and station ranking plots, Fig. 6).
Color-grid plots, daily PDF mode timeline plots, and station
ranking plots were first established for use in the USArray TA
project (Busby et al., 2018) and code was ported from Perl and
Hypertext Preprocessor to Python. Color-grid plots show the
magnitude of deviation (in decibels [dB]) of a station’s daily PSD
PDF mode from the new low noise model (NLNM; Peterson,
1993). PDF mode timeline plots show the daily mode power
at a set of user-defined frequencies over a specified time interval.
These plots are utilized to track background noise relative to the

Figure 3. Pycheron UI overview tab showing a summary of stations
(circle icons) color coded by quality. The overall quality column
maps to station quality color displayed on the map: red circles
denote bad, yellow circle denotes marginal (not shown), and green
circle denotes good. In addition, the overview tab provides basic
station metadata information, including network, station name,
channel location code, latitude, and longitude in a summary table.
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frequencies of interest. Station
ranking plots show the magni-
tude of deviation (in decibels)
of the mean of each station’s
daily PDF mode (averaged at
each period bin over the respec-
tive time period) from the
NLNM. Stations are ranked
from quietest to noisiest based
on user provided frequencies.
Hotter colors indicate noisier
data, whereas cooler colors
indicate quieter data on color
grid and station ranking plots.
Pycheron can also visualize
results via interactive plots and
tables using the UI package
(Fig. 3). Pycheron uses Plotly’s
Dash dashboard web interface
allowing users to analyze and
review network, station, and
channel QC issues. In addition,
for expedient reviews, an over-
view quality summary report
exists for channels. Finally, the
utils package contains useful
utilities to aggregate data and
obtain specific metadata from
ingested data (networks, chan-
nels, stations, etc.), as well as
logger and profiler tools to
gauge performance.

Metric spotlight: Dead
channels
Pycheron provides three meth-
ods to detect dead channels
(refer to example dead chan-
nels in Fig. 4). The first method
performs a Boolean test
to determine whether the
entire time series is flatlined
(standard deviation is zero)
over the period of interest
(deadChannelMetric). The
second method determines
whether the PSD mean shape
resembles a linear (dead_chan-
nel_linear) line over specific
frequency bands using a
threshold based on the root
mean square error within the
psdMetric function. The linear

Figure 4. (a) Power spectral density probability density functions (PSD PDFs) for a synthetically
generated dead channel and repeated amplitude example from the Dynamic Networks Experiment
2018 (DNE18) data set on DUG EHE from 1 January, 3 January, and 12 January 2011, and (c) raw
data plots; 1 January 2011 is only shown in raw data. Individual day PSD PDFs plots are shown on
the top right side. PSD PDFs plots are constructed via the McNamara and Buland (2004) method
and display the distribution of power (y axis) as a function of frequency (period shown on x axis),
with the new low noise model (NLNM) and the new high noise model (NHNM) for reference (dark
gray lines) (Peterson, 1993). The PDF mode, that is, the highest probability power level in each
period bin, is also shown in yellow for reference. Probability in percent is shown on the color scale.
Within PSD PDF plots, transient noise maps to low-level probability occurrences (cool colors),
whereas ambient noise conditions at a station map as high-probability occurrences (warm colors)
(McNamara and Boaz, 2006). (b) Corresponding color-grid plots are shown for 3 and 12 January.
Color-grid plots show the magnitude of deviation (D—in decibels [dB]) of a station’s daily PSD
PDF mode from the NLNM. Warmer colors indicate noisier data, whereas cooler colors indicate
quiet data.
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threshold finds sensor issues that result in flat spectra (i.e., not
exhibiting healthy microseism energy) but are different from
digitizer noise. Lower numbers indicate a better fit and a higher
likelihood that the mean PSD is linear, an indication of a dead

channel. Healthy channels will
exhibit large residuals near the
microseism peaks and have a
nonlinear shape (Incorporated
Research Institutions for
Seismology, 2020). In addition,
within the psdMetric function,
a Boolean dead channel check
(dead_channel_gsn) exists for
determining whether the aver-
age differences between the
median value at each period
bin within the primary
microseism (4–8 s) and the
NLNM exceeds a threshold.
These methodologies were
ported directly from the
IRISMustangMetrics package
(Callahan et al., 2021). The
deadChannelMetric is not
an official metric within
IRISMustangMetrics, but it
was utilized within several func-
tions in the package, and thus,
we created an individual metric
within Pycheron. However, the
IRISMustangMetrics package
has a similar function, sam-
ple_unique, that calculates the
number of unique sample val-
ues per day (Sharer et al.,
2017). If sample_unique returns
only one unique value, it means
the entire time series is flatlined
(standard deviation is zero)
over the period of interest.

Pycheron’s three methods
of detecting dead channels
determine whether an entire
time series is flatlined or
whether the PSD resembles a
linear trend and/or exhibits
deviations within the primary
microseism that are indicative
of a dead channel. For intermit-
tent periods of dead channel
behavior, the earlier methods
do a poor job of detecting dead
channel quality issues. They

may miss dead channel quality issues either because the channel
is not dead for the entire time and thus the Boolean indicator of
a flatlined trace returns false, or because the overall PSD char-
acter does not resemble a linear line and will not exceed the

Figure 5. (a) PSD PDFs for a synthetically generated noise, railed mass, and mass recenter examples
from the DNE18 data set on CVRU HHE from 9 to 11 January 2011 and (c) raw data plots. Individual
day PSD PDFs plots are shown on the top right side. PSD PDFs plots are constructed via the
McNamara and Buland (2004) method and display the distribution of power (y axis) as a function of
frequency (period shown on x axis), with the NLNM and NHNM for reference (dark gray lines)
(Peterson, 1993). The PDFmode, that is, the highest probability power level in each period bin, is also
shown in yellow for reference. Probability in percent is shown on the color scale. Within PSD PDF
plots, transient noise maps to low-level probability occurrences (cool colors), whereas ambient noise
conditions at a station map as high-probability occurrences (warm colors) (McNamara and Boaz,
2006). (b) Corresponding color-grid plots are shown for 9–11 January. Color-grid plots show the
magnitude of deviation (D—in decibels [dB]) of a station’s daily PSD PDF mode from the NLNM.
Warmer colors indicate noisier data, whereas cooler colors indicate quiet data.
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respective threshold. However, the dead_channel_gsn threshold
detects an overall unhealthy channel well, because it looks
directly at the primary microseism period band. Nevertheless,
it may still miss intermittent dead channels because microseism
energy may still be a predominant signal within the overall PSD.
Within Pycheron, we added functionality to examine hourly
PSD thresholds to detect isolated and/or intermittent dead
channel issues that may not be exhibited throughout the entire
timeframe. Examining hourly PSDs allows us to pinpoint the
time period dead channels were observed.

To make Pycheron even more effective at finding intermit-
tent dead channel issues, we implemented an additional algo-
rithm based on the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test
(Dickey and Fuller, 1979) (Fig. 7). The ADF test is a unit root
test for nonstationarity, with rejection of the null hypothesis
implying that data within a given time frame are stationary
(mean, variance, autocorrelation, etc. are all constant over time),
and thus is indicative of a dead channel. If the null hypothesis is
accepted, it implies a nonstationary time series, and thus a chan-
nel not experiencing a dead channel QC issue. We use a rolling
window ADF test, and for each window, we calculate a threshold
to indicate whether the test is rejected using a difference between

the ADF test statistic and 1% critical value level of the ADF test
statistic based on MacKinnon (2010) or rejected based on
MacKinnon’s approximate p-value (MacKinnon, 1994, 2010)
being greater than a user-defined p-value threshold.

Metric spotlight: Calibration signals
The calibration detection metric (calibrationMetric) identifies
sensor calibrations so they are not mistakenly processed as real
signals. The calibration detection metric utilizes a radial basis

Figure 6. Station ranking plots for the broadband University of
Utah Seismic Stations (UUSS) stations (unaltered real data), HHN
channel, from 1 to 11 January 2011 (quietest at top, noisiest at the
bottom). Plots show the magnitude of deviation (D—in decibels
[dB]) of the mean of each station’s daily PDF mode (averaged at
each period bin over the respective time period) from the NLNM.
Warmer colors indicate noisier data, whereas cooler colors indicate
quieter data. Black horizontal lines show the user-defined ranking
periods, (a) 1 s and (b) 6.5 s, used to order the stations from
quietest to noisiest. With the available UI, these station ranking
plots could be visualized and provide an efficient visual for
researchers to choose the highest quality stations for their analysis.
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function (RBF) kernel support vector machine (SVM) classifier
from Python’s scikit-learn support vector classifier module
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) to determine whether a calibration
occurred. The calibration metric is tuned to identify high-
amplitude calibrations that exhibit a roughly square envelope
and appear stationary within the envelope. Our algorithm is
not tuned to detect other types of calibrations. Prior to train-
ing, data were imputed and scaled. The general algorithm for
identifying calibrations is as follows:

1. A LTA/STA (the inverse of an STA/LTA) is executed. This
triggers calibrations that have an abrupt drop in energy. It
detects the end of the calibration pulse and steps backward
in time to locate the calibration’s start time.

2. For these candidate calibration triggers, the algorithm finds
the start time by:
a. Computing the envelope of the data,
b. normalizing the envelope by the average channel energy

(such that any times that are above one indicates high
energy), and

c. searching backward in time until the signal drops below
one indicating the channel has returned to normal
energy levels (i.e., precalibration amplitude values).

3. Start times and end times are refined. The start time is
refined using an STA/LTA trigger, whereas the end time
is shifted to the point that the LTA becomes greater than
the STA. Both refined times will shorten the calibration’s
overall duration.

4. These calibration detections can be false alarms. A second
step is implemented to screen candidate detections using
an RBF SVM machine learning classifier and a collection
of statistics, that is, initial detection triggers max peak,
max STA/LTA at calibration start, envelope statistics (mean,
median, and variance), and Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) to determine whether a calibration occurred.

Multithreading and parallelization
Pycheron is designed to process data on a personal laptop com-
puter. However, because some metric computations are CPU
intensive (e.g., PSD metric, repeated amplitude metric),
options in the YAML configuration file exist to allocate more
resources, if a cluster is available. If a cluster is not available,
Pycheron still has a variety of optimizations to improve per-
formance, for example, using Fortran, parallelization, and mul-
tithreading. Several metrics in Pycheron use a Fortran back-
end. These functions rely on a Fortran implementation of the
Python function and require gfortran 6 (GCC team, 2019) to
compile. Using NumPy’s (Harris et al., 2020) f2py, a shared
object library is compiled and imported into Pycheron. If the
compilation fails, Pycheron will revert to the pure Python
implementation and run slower. This Fortran feature is only
available to Linux and MacOS systems, but flags exist in the

YAML configuration file to turn off the Fortran implementa-
tion for users working on a Windows system. As development
continues, all new optimizations will be implemented with
Numba, and existing Fortran scripts will be replaced with
Numba equivalents.

Pycheron takes advantage of Python’s multithreading and
parallel capabilities to simultaneously process metrics for each
station. Multithreading ensures faster processing time while
also ensuring if one function encounters an error, the entire
program will continue running. If an error is encountered,
Pycheron will continue processing the station’s next day of
data. For CPU intensive metrics (such as PSDs, repeated
amplitude, and STA/LTA), calculations are divided into multi-
ple subprocesses based on the number of ObsPy traces being
processed and the YAML configuration file’s parameters. The
default number of subprocesses is seven because most personal
computers have four cores and eight logical processors. On
clusters, this can be increased depending on the size and num-
ber of cores. The more processors allocated the faster code will
run; however, the processors’maximum number is equal to the
number of ObsPy Traces being processed, that is, the code
automatically accommodates discrepancies in the number of
traces and processors if there are fewer traces than processors
allocated. For example, if a PSD is being calculated for an
ObsPy Stream with three ObsPy Traces, a maximum of three
processors will be used, one for each ObsPy Trace. If an ObsPy
Stream contains more than seven ObsPy Traces, and the maxi-
mum number of processors is set to seven, then seven ObsPy
Traces will be processed in parallel. As each process finishes,
another ObsPy Trace will be added until all are completed.

Basic Workflow
Pycheron is both a library and a program. This section illus-
trates a basic workflow process of Pycheron’s program portion
via the command line interface. A simple command line inter-
face was developed to execute all metrics and store them in
either a database or CSV files, as defined by the user.
Storing data in the database optimizes calculation speeds
and resource management.

Pycheron configuration: Setting up Pycheron for
data ingestion and processing
Before running Pycheron from the command line, a YAML
configuration file is needed for all necessary run parameters.
A template YAML file is provided with the Pycheron release
that can be modified as necessary. The YAML configuration
file allows users to adjust thresholds without having to edit
code. For every metric calculated, there is a set of parameters
that can be altered within the YAML configuration file. To
assist users, default values within the configuration file were
carefully chosen by subject matter experts, hence allowing
users to start processing data immediately. Where default val-
ues are not sufficient, users can tweak the thresholds for their
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specific objectives. As Pycheron is capable of ingesting several
different data formats, the data type and data file’s directory
path need to be defined in the YAML configuration file.
Pycheron assumes a specific folder hierarchy to process and
ingest the data, depending on the data type. Users are referred
to the tutorial within the GitHub repository for more informa-
tion on directory organization (see Data and Resources).
Several other performance and preferential parameters are cus-
tomizable within the YAML file, including which QC metrics
are calculated (default setting calculates all metrics); parameter
and threshold settings for each metric; settings weighing the
importance of QC metrics; the number of processors used
when computing metrics; whether to separate data into days
for performance or keep data as a single stream; whether to
produce plots; and whether to output results to CSV or a
database.

Depending on the data type being processed, there are
different configuration options for ingesting data. For example,
if ingesting a wfdisc table flat file, the user can specify which
station in the table flat file to process first, rather than process-
ing the first station listed in the table (default).

Running Pycheron
Pycheron’s main interface is via a wrapper code,
callPycheronMetric.py, which reads from the YAML configu-
ration file discussed earlier. After configuration is completed
and ready to be ingested, Pycheron can be run via the terminal,
the user simply calls callPycheronMetric.py in conjunction
with the YAML configuration file:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;;53;366 >>>callPycheronMetric:py<CONFIGFILENAME>:yaml:

Storing and visualizing results
Pycheron supports two outputs (set within the YAML configu-
ration file): CSV and SQLite database. The database is recom-
mended for research use, as there is an accompanying UI to
visualize results. The CSV output provides an easy way to
ingest QC information directly into a processing pipeline.
However, when selecting CSV output only one execution
run is stored at a time.

If a chosen database does not exist, Pycheron will create one.
If a database already exists, Pycheron will connect to it and store
the QC processing results. It is important to ensure that the ses-
sion name within the YAML configuration file is changed for
each execution run; otherwise, data will be overwritten if the
same data are rerun. The database stores all calculated informa-
tion and can be accessed via a database viewer within Python.
Each QC metric has its own database table associated with it,
with the main index table being labeled pycheron.

The database design allows data processing results to be
reused by verifying whether pertinent database information
already exists, thereby eliminating repetitive calls and

accelerating metric computation times. Furthermore, because
most of the metrics information needed already exists within
the database, it makes rerunning the same data faster.

The database output option allows users to visualize the QC
processing results via tables and plots within the Pycheron UI.
The UI is manually called by the user via the command line
from the Pycheron folder:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;;320;652 >>> python:=pycheron=UI=createDashUI:pypython:

To use the UI, a database must be connected. Once connected,
an overview tab is populated with a map of all processed sta-
tions color coded by a user-configurable quality (red = bad,
yellow = marginal, and green = good), along with a table
summarizing network, station, channel, location code, overall
quality, and location information (Fig. 3). Quality can be con-
figured by user defined settings that weight QC based on
importance to the user (on calculation). Users can review a
quality summary report of station metrics or descend into
in-depth reviews of QC metric information sorted by network,
station, and channel.

Pycheron as a library
Once installed, Pycheron can be imported into any Python
environment, and its functions can be used independently of
the Pycheron wrapper script. This allows researchers to access
metrics and utility functions to process seismic data or build
their own QC methodology.

Example Applications
The Dynamic Networks Experiment 2018 (DNE18; Young
et al., 2018) was a virtual experiment designed to assess current
capabilities for multimodal data ingestion and processing for
local and regional scale nuclear explosion monitoring. DNE18
focused on monitoring the state of Utah for the time period of
December 2010–February 2011. The experiment was a collabo-
rative effort between Sandia National Laboratories (SNL),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL), and the University of Utah.

To benchmark seismic data QC algorithms against a known
data set, the DNE18 data set also included a corrupted syn-
thetic QC version of the University of Utah Seismic Stations
(UUSS) raw seismic waveform dataset for a two-week interval
(see Data and Resources). Fourteen geographically distributed
stations were chosen with consideration for varying instru-
mentation types (e.g., broadband, accelerometer, and short
period) (Young et al., 2018). Six issues were injected into the
corrupted data set: data continuity (gaps, overlaps, and dupli-
cates); signal anomalies (spike; dead channel, Fig. 4; repeated
amplitude values [RAVs], Fig. 4; discontinuities, and DC
Offset); sensor related issues (railed mass) (Fig. 5); noise (syn-
thetic pink and red noise added; Fig. 5); orientation (metadata
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only); instrument response (gain and response errors in meta-
data only). The advantage of a synthetic QC testing data set
was the range of data problems could be controlled, and all
the data problems introduced were known, so QC algorithm
performance could be quantified.

The DNE18 synthetic QC data set was utilized to baseline
Pycheron (Table 1). Overall, the results were excellent, with
all injected QC issues identified 100% of the time, except for
spikes (94%) and RAVS (40%). All results were verified manually
ensuring algorithms were properly identifying all synthetically
generated issues. RAVs performance was low, but the results
were expected given the characteristics of the synthetically gen-
erated RAV issues and what the Pycheron RAV algorithm was
designed to detect. The Pycheron RAV algorithm was designed
to detect identical, repeated, adjacent values in a series. The algo-
rithmwas not designed to detect slight variations (RAVs + noise)
in repeated amplitudes over time, which comprised some of the
synthetic RAV types generated within the data set. For the RAV
types it was designed to detect, Pycheron was able to detect 100%
of the injected QC issues. Although this article focuses on syn-
thetically generated results, Pycheron has been tested on real
data and has performed similarly.

A large part of our benchmarking effort focused on auto-
mating the ability to identify railed masses, also known as stuck
masses, from dead channels, noisy channels, and bad responses
by adjusting algorithm thresholds (Figs. 4 and 5). Although we
were able to distinguish between bad responses and noisy
channels, railed masses are still classified as noisy channels.
To illustrate this effort further, Figure 4 includes PSD PDFs,
color grids, and raw data plots of a synthetically generated dead
channel and repeated amplitude example from the DNE18
data set on DUG EHE from 1 January, 3 January, and 12
January 2011. The EHE channel starts off dead (1 January)
and continues to exhibit digitizer noise through the beginning
of 3 January and then turns healthy (as seen in the raw wave-
form data plots in Fig. 4c). The dead channel on 1 January was
identified using the deadChannelMetric because it is dead for
the entire time period. One can see the dead channel EHE
PSDs are exponential in character (denoted by black arrows
and dead channel label in Fig. 4) and are predominately below
the NLNM. The PSDs for the EHN channel (not shown) also
have an exponential trend. Most of the PSD PDFs on the ver-
tical channel (not shown) appear to be exponential in character
but are predominantly above the NHNM. On 12 January
repeated amplitudes (denoted by black arrows and repeated
amplitude label in Fig. 4) occur twice for extended periods
of time (see raw waveform plots in Fig. 4c) and displays similar
PSD characteristics to the dead channel though with less of a
concave upward trend. In addition, the PDF mode on 12
January shows a strong microseism signal (1–20 s), whereas
the PDF mode of the dead channel (3 January) is below the
NLNM. The color-grid plots (Fig. 4b) help to distinguish
the raw dead channel from the repeated amplitude values more

clearly. The color-grid plot on 3 January clearly shows little
deviation (10 > D ≥ 0) across a wide frequency band
(0.1–15.42 s) and is abnormally quiet in the microseism for
the dead channel example, whereas more variation (lowest
10 > D ≥ 0 and highest 50 > D ≥ 40) exists for the repeated
amplitude example on 12 January. Both exhibit high deviation
(D ≥ 70) from the NLNM at high and low frequencies due to
their concave upward nature. At the time of this experiment,
Pycheron did not provide color-grid threshold QC masking,
thus plots were analyzed manually in conjunction with the
automated PSD PDF results. The current release of Pycheron
provides masks based on color-grid bins, as follows: for each
frequency bin, using differences from a noise model; for dead
channels, by comparing the microseism band to a noise model;
and by looking for banded character patterns to identify station
issues such as an intermittent dead channel, noise issue, or
railed mass. Pycheron successfully created QC masks, based
on defined thresholds within psdMetric, for the time period
in which the horizontal channels were dead. Pycheron’s
repeatedAmplitude metric was not able to successfully detect
the two synthetically generated RAVs as it was designed to
detect exactly identical repeated amplitudes, whereas the
synthetically generated RAVs on 12 January mimic slight var-
iations (RAVs + noise) and mass drift on a channel. In addi-
tion, Figure 5 includes PSD PDFs, color grids, and raw data
plots of a synthetically generated noise, railed mass, and mass
recenter examples from the DNE18 data set on CVRU HHE
from 9–11 January 2011 (raw data plots in Fig. 5c). Synthetic
pink noise (data + pink noise × constant) was generated on 9
January to simulate elevated realistic noise levels at the station,
resulting in a relatively flat spectrum and little microseism
energy (1–10 s) exhibited. The psdMetric correctly identified
this channel as having a QC noise issue based on defined
thresholds. Color-grid plots show high deviations (D ≥ 40)
from the NLNM across most frequency bands. Notice the
low-probability downward-sloping linear PSD PDFs in the
upper portion of the HHE channel plot, denoted by black
arrows and railed mass label in Figure 5 (see raw data plot
in Fig. 5c as well), that are well above the NHNM. PSDs
for railed masses generally exhibit high power and usually have
predominantly white energy. In the raw data (10 January, raw
data plot in Fig. 5c) this is recorded as large positive and neg-
ative amplitude spikes as the mass alternates between its two
stops. A mass recenter is issued (denoted by black arrows and
mass recenter label in Fig. 5) and the mass stops bouncing
between the stops but continues to exhibit long period noise,
with long period drift resuming 11 January (see raw data plot
and long period noise on PSD PDF in Fig. 5). PSDs for mass
recenters tend to be flatter (though somewhat obscured in this
example by the railed mass) across their spectrum and are well
above the NHNM. Pycheron generated QC masks during the
time corresponding to the railed mass issues, though they were
flagged as noise. The color-grid plot (Fig. 5b) clearly shows that
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the station is having a serious issue on 10–11 January due to the
following observations: D ≥ 70 in low frequencies and high
frequencies, along with intermittent altering between D ≥ 70,
70 > D ≥ 60, 60 > D ≥ 50, and longer periods of 50 > D ≥ 40.
The observations are indicative of large amplitude acausal spikes
that often occur when masses are against the stops (i.e., railed or
stuck). These observations correspond to the times when syn-
thetically generated railed mass issues were injected into the
waveforms. At the time of this experiment, Pycheron did not
provide color-grid threshold QC masking, thus plots were ana-
lyzed manually in conjunction with the automated PSD PDF
results. With the available UI, the PSD PDF and color-grid plots
within Figures 4 and 5 could be visualized.

In addition, limited QC results of the unaltered seismic data
were provided to downstream researchers at SNL to help them
determine the highest quality stations to use for their signal
detection and/or event building algorithms. For example, sta-
tion-ranking plots were created for the broadband UUSS sta-
tions (all unaltered real channels) to provide researchers with a
quality ranking at various user-defined frequency bands of
interest (Fig. 6). These plots helped explain poor performance
in signal detection and/or event building algorithms. Stations
that caused problems for signal processing algorithms were
evaluated at the various frequency bands of interest, depending
on the algorithm. This evaluation allowed researchers to leave
out low-quality stations that could lead to inaccurate conclu-
sions about algorithm performance while providing informa-
tion about the highest quality stations. For example, in both
ranking plots within Figure 6, it appears that SPU and MPU
are the quietest stations. However, they are quiet throughout
their entire frequency band (including the primary micro-
seism, 4–8 s), indicating station quality issues. Although users
interested in frequencies between 1.25 and 10 Hz may want to
exclude ZNPU, those interested in frequencies between 0.005
and 0.033 Hz may want to exclude JLU and NLU (Fig. 6).
Finally, Figure 7 provides an example of the detailed QC

issue labelling that can be utilized on real data prior to process-
ing. For unaltered real data from MSU EHZ on 8 January 2011
Pycheron identified six intermittent dead channel issues (cyan
overlay; Fig. 7, identified with deadChannelADFMetric), five
repeated amplitude issues (blue overlay; Fig. 7, identified with
repeatedAmplitude), and eight spikes (red overlay; Fig. 7, iden-
tified with spikesMetric). Purple denotes what appears to
be an overlapping spike and a repeated amplitude issue at the
zoom level displayed in Figure 7, but the spike and repeated
amplitude are distinct events. In addition, several triggered qual-
ity issues not shown are dead channel global seismic network
(GSN) (dead_channel_gsn) hourly masks, dead channel mean
(deadChanMeanMetric) masks, and calibrations. The dead chan-
nel GSN hourly masks and dead channel mean masks overlap
generally where the dead channel ADF overlays are shown, with
some variations. The dead channel GSN hourly metric masks
hours in which the average median deviation of the PSD from
the NLNM is greater than 5.0 within the 4–8 s period band. The
dead channel mean metric uses a rolling mean and a window to
increment through a waveform looking for dead channel quality
issues. Finally, the four calibrations were detected erroneously.

Conclusions and Future Work
To help exploit openly available data that could be used to
supplement monitoring networks, SNL developed Pycheron,
a Python-based package for seismic waveform data QC.
Pycheron began as a translation of the IRISMustangMetrics
package from R to Python but has grown into an independent
package that includes additional and enhanced functionality.
Pycheron can be implemented at the beginning of a data
processing pipeline to improve the quality of downstream algo-
rithm results. In addition, it can process stand-alone data sets
and allows users to visualize results via a UI. The objectives
of the software are to (1) identify specific QC issues; (2) auto-
matically assess data quality and instrumentation health;
(3) serve as a basic service that all data processing builds upon

TABLE 1
Summary of Pycheron Analysis Results for a Known Synthetic QC Data Set Based on the Number of True
Positives, False Positives, False Negatives, and the Percentage of Correctly Identified QC Issues

Quality Control Issue
Number of
True Positives

Number of
False Positives

Number of
False Negatives

Percentage of Ground-Truth
Quality Control Issues Identified

Gaps/overlaps 26 0 0 100%

Spikes 192 0 12 94%

Dead channel 13 0 0 100%

Repeated amplitude values 6 0 9 40%

DC offset 6 0 0 100%

Noisy* 42 0 0 100%

Response (metadata only) 9 0 0 100%

*Railed mass QC issues were lumped in with noisy channels, because an algorithm to specifically identify railed masses does not currently exist within Pycheron.
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by alerting downstream processing algorithms to any
degradation in quality; and (4) improve our ability to process
orders of magnitudes more data through performance
optimizations. Pycheron was benchmarked against a known
synthetic data set and performed well, identifying all injected
QC issues 100% of the time, except for spikes (94%) and RAVS
(40%). A significant part of our benchmarking effort focused
on automating the ability to distinctly identify railed masses
from dead channels, noisy channels, and bad responses.
Though we successfully discriminated bad responses from
noisy channels, we were not able to distinguish railed masses
from noisy channels. Opportunity for implementation, optimi-
zation, and automation exists. Notably, Pycheron should be
expanded to consider multiple QC metrics and thresholds
to isolate specific QC issues. Some of these efforts are currently
in development. Future work for Pycheron will focus on
six areas:
• Incorporating additional metrics to characterize and distin-
guish increasingly complex QC issues as well as characterize
metadata-related QC issues,

▪ includes updating the cal-
ibration metric to identify
other types of calibrations,

• providing a more robust UI
with interactive plots in addi-
tion to improving station and
network quality summaries,

• furthering optimizations for
computationally intensive
algorithms,

• incorporating additional
machine learning algorithms
that can learn to recognize
specific QC issues,

• furthering metric threshold
optimizations to provide
users with an improved set
of default thresholds that
work for most data sets, and

• accessing previous QC
processing results from the
database via a caching sys-
tem. The cache would deter-
mine whether previous QC
process results exist for
incoming data, and if so, uti-
lize historical threshold levels
to determine if newQC issues
exist. The cache would allow
Pycheron to learn from past
QC analysis (only applicable
for certain QC metrics).

Data and Resources
The Dynamic Networks Experiment 2018 (DNE18) synthetic QC data
set was created for use by experiment participants and is not currently
available to the public; however, similar data sets could be created by
interested readers by injecting known problems into real-waveform data
from any openly available network. The seismogram for MSU EHZ on 8
January 2011 was obtained from the University of Utah Seismograph
Stations (UUSS) network via the Incorporated Research Institutions
for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center at ds.iris.edu (network
code UU). The Pycheron GitHub repository can be accessed at https://
github.com/sandialabs/pycheron (last accessed July 2020).
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